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Abstract. For each minor-closed graph class we show that a simple variant of
Borůvka’s algorithm computes a MST for any input graph belonging to that
class with linear costs. Among minor-closed graph classes are e.g planar graphs,
graphs of bounded genus, partial k-trees for fixed k, and linkless or knotless em-
bedable graphs. The algorithm can be implemented on a CRCW PRAM to run
in logarithmic time with a work load that is linear in the size of the graph. We
develop a new technique to find multiple edges in such a graph that might have
applications in other parallel reduction algorithms as well.
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1 Introduction and Overview
Minor-closed classes of graphs, i.e classes of graphs that are stable under contraction
of edges and deletion of vertices and edges, have found a lot of attention in recent years
because they cover the topological intuition behind many definitions of graph classes
quite well and because of the stimulating work on structure and algorithms for these
classes by Robertson and Seymour, see the book of Diestel (1997) for an introduction.
Examples for minor-closed graph classes are:
Planar graphs.
Graphs of bounded genus g, i.e graphs that can be embedded without crossing
edges into some surface of genus g.
Partial k-trees, i.e graphs that are intersection graphs of a collection C of subtrees
of a tree T such that each vertex v of T is found in at most k+1 subtrees in C.
Linkless embedable graphs, i.e graphs that can be embedded into 3-space such
that no two cycles of the graph are linked.
Knotless embedable graphs, i.e graphs that can be embedded into 3-space such
that no cycle of the graph forms a non-trivial knot under the embedding.
A minimum spanning tree (forest), MST for short, in an edge-weighted graph is a
tree (forest) that spans (all components of) the graph and whose sum of edge weights
is minimal among all spanning trees (forests). Minimum spanning trees and forests are
among the basic tools in graph algorithms: it is a classical problem to compute such a
? This is a slightly updated version as it has been accepted for STACS’98.
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spanning tree in a graph in the most efficient way. The currently best known determin-
istic sequential algorithm runs in O(mα logα), Chazelle (1997), the best randomized
algorithm has expected linear time, Karger et al. (1995).
At a first look it might be surprising that such an efficient computation can be done
in almost linear time, even if only the comparison model on the edge weights is as-
sumed. The book of Tarjan (1983) gives a good overview about the classical approaches
to this problem. It classifies the different approaches into how they apply to specific
rules to some edge e, which in the terminology used in this article look as follows:
blue rule: If e is of minimum weight in some cut it is in the MST and is contracted.
red rule: If e is of maximum weight on some cycle it is not in the MST and is deleted.
In general arbitrary cuts and cycles are not so easy to maintain, so to be efficient we
restrict ourselves to the following two rules:
ultraviolet rule: If e is of minimum weight for one endpoint it is in the MST and is
contracted.
infrared rule: If e has a sibling e0 with the same endpoints and a higher weight than e0
it doesn’t belong to the MST and is deleted.
Applying the ultraviolet rule simultaneously on as many edges as possible is often called
a Borůvka step, see Borůvka (1926). It is easy to see that the number of vertices halves
in each such step, so after a logarithmic number of steps the graph is contracted to a
single vertex and the MST is known. This general scheme has been widely used to
compute the MST efficiently and forming the base to linear and almost linear time
and work algorithms as well as in sequential, Yao (1975), Cheriton and Tarjan (1976),
Karger et al. (1995), and parallel, Halperin and Zwick (1996), Poon and Ramachandran
(1997). Linear time resp. work algorithms when there is no restriction on the input
graphs are only known in a randomized setting. The main obstacle in the deterministic
case being that after applying a certain number of Borůvka steps the graph gets more
and more dense. To reduce the number of edges as well as the number of vertices usually
an efficient variant of the red rule is applied, see Dixon et al. (1992), King (1997). This
leads to linear expected time or work algorithms, but in a deterministic setting some
involved data structures are required that introduce some sub-logarithmic factor.
The picture changes a bit when the input graphs are restricted to some graph classes
that guarantee sparseness: Cheriton and Tarjan (1976) also give a deterministic linear
time algorithm for planar graphs that generalizes to –in todays vocabulary– minor-
closed graph classes, see Tarjan (1983). The later fact doesn’t seem to be too well known
in the community, we will discuss an approach that achieves this below.
The key observation here is that simple graphs in such a minor-closed graph class
are sparse. So all that an algorithm must do after a Borůvka step is to eliminate duplicate
edges, i.e to apply the ultraviolet rule to all possible edges. In a sequential setting this
is relatively simple, sorting the edges with a two-fold bucketsort easily finds duplicates.
But in parallel, no efficient equivalent to bucketsort is known. The aim of this paper is to
circumvent this problem and to show how at least a substantial fraction of the duplicate
edges can be found. By that we are able to prove the following theorem.
Main Theorem. On any non-trivial minor closed graph class C the MST problem can
be solved with a linear work load and a time of O(logn log n) on a EREW PRAM or a
time of O(logn) on a CRCW PRAM.
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This paper is organized as follows. The next section provides the necessary nota-
tions and facts for graphs in general, minor-closed graph classes and MSTs. Section 3
then revisits the optimal sequential algorithm and proves the linear time bound for all
minor-closed graph classes. Section 4 develops the approach that helps to deal with
multiple edges. In particular it shows that if the graph has a certain amount of edges per
vertex, for high degree vertices the edge lists always contains duplicate edges that are
only of constant distance in the list. Section 5 then plugs all the tools together into the
final PRAM algorithm.
2 Graph-Theoretic Background
In general, graphs in this paper are finite undirected multi-graphs with loops, i.e may
contain several edges between the same one or two-element set of vertices. If e and e0
are edges with the same endpoints they are called siblings of each other. If a graph has
no loops or multiple edges it is called simple. If G is a multigraph its simplification
G0 is the graph obtained by deleting loops and multiple copies of edges. For a graph G
we will denote the number of vertices by nG and the number of edges by mG. A graph
is connected if for any partition V1;V2 of the vertex set there is an edge e with one
endpoint in V1 and the other in V2. A connected graph is a tree if the removal of any
edge disconnects it. Clearly that a tree T has no loops and multiple edges and that mT
is always equal to nT  1.
Let G be a graph and v 2VG and e 2 EG be a vertex resp. edge of the graph. We will
use the following standard notations for certain graphs obtained from G:
Gnfeg, a subgraph, obtained by deleting e from EG.
Gnfvg, an induced subgraph, obtained by deleting v and its incident edges.
G=feg, a contraction, obtained by identifying the endpoints of e.
Observe, that contraction of an edge may create multiple edges between vertices or
loops at a vertex. Since the result of a sequence consisting of operations of one type
only does not depend on the order in which these operations are performed, we extend
the above notation to sets of vertices and edges.
A subgraph H of G is a reduction of G if VH =VG. A reduction H is spanning if
it has the same number of components as G and for all v 2 VG there is an edge e 2 EH
such that v 2 e. It is a spanning tree if it is a tree and spanning.
A graph H obtained from another graph G by a sequence of the above operations is
called a minor of G. We denote this relation among graphs by H G. Observe that 
is a transitive relation. A property P of graphs is called minor-closed if for any pair of
graphs with H G and such that P holds for G, P also holds for H.
If H  G the vertices V (H) correspond to pairwise disjoint subgraphs of G. If not
stated otherwise, we keep loops and multiple copies of edges that may appear after
contractions. So if we are explicitly given given a series of contractions and deletion, for
any edge e 2 EH we may uniquely identify a pre-image e
0
2 EG under these operations.
Usually we will not distinguish e and its corresponding pre-image e0.
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2.1 Minors and Minimum Spanning Trees
In the rest of the paper all graphs will be edge weighted, i.e a graph G is considered as
being a triple (VG;EG;ωG)where ωG : EG !R, the weight function. The weight ωG(H)
of a minor H G is just the sum ∑e2EH ωG(e) where the edges of H are identified with
edges of G as stated above. For convenience we assume that all weights of edges are
pairwise distinct. This can be achieved by adding small values on the weights that differ
for each edge, aε where a is the unique “number” of the edge and ε > 0 is a value that
is suitable small. Given a weighted connected graph G, the minimum spanning tree,
MST , problem asks for a spanning tree T of minimum weight over all spanning trees.
It is well known that under the uniqueness condition on ωG the minimum spanning tree
is unique. We denote it by TG.
If G is not connected the minimum spanning forest of G is the union of the mini-
mum spanning trees of its components. In general the distinction between looking for a
spanning forest versus a spanning tree will not be in the focus of our attention. We will
denote such a spanning forest also with the symbol TG.
The applications of the ultraviolet and infrared rules as presented in the introduction
are essential for our discussion. It is already known in the early literature on MST ,
see Borůvka (1926): contracting an edge of the minimum spanning tree and deleting
multiple copies of edges doesn’t influence the rest of the spanning tree.
2.2 Minor Closed Graph Classes are Sparse
The following theorem is a crucial prerequisite for the discussion in this paper.
Theorem 1 (Mader (1967)). There is a function h such that for every r > 0 every sim-
ple graph G with average degree at least h(r) contains Kr as a (topological) minor.
A topological minor is a certain restriction of the minor relation, which by itself is
not important for our discussion here. We use this theorem in the form of following
corollary which basically states that minor-closed graph classes are sparse.
Corollary 2. For any non-trivial minor closed graph class C there is a value µC such
that all simple graphs in C have average degree at most µC.
Proof. Since C is non-trivial there is some graph H 62 C. Choose r in Thm. 1 as being
nH and µC = h(r). Then every simple graph G of average degree more than µC has Kr
as a minor which in turn has H as a subgraph. So H G and so it can’t belong to C. 2
In the following we will assume that for any minor-closed graph class C a threshold µC
as in Cor. 2 is given and fixed. For convenience we will also assume that µC  1.
Corollary 3. For any non-trivial minor closed graph class C and for any simple graph
G in C there are at least nG=2 vertices that have degree at most 2µC.
Proof. Suppose the contrary, i.e there are more than nG=2 vertices of degree > 2µC.
Then the average degree is larger than 2µCnG=(2nG) = µC, a contradiction to Cor. 2. 2
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In fact it may seem annoying that only existence of the constant µC is known for a
particular class C. But whenever we know some obstruction, i.e a graph that is not in
the class, we may estimate µC with the following theorem.
Theorem 4 (Kostochka (1982), Thomason (1984)). There is a c> 0 such that, for ev-
ery positive integer r, every graph G of average degree d(G) cr
p
logr has a Kr minor.
Up to the value of c, this bound is best possible as a function of r.
3 An Optimal Sequential Algorithm
Now we are ready to formulate our prototype of an algorithms that will solve the MST
problem for any minor-closed graph class. It is rather a prototype than a complete algo-
rithm, since it depends on a certain parameter u, and it leaves the parts that depend on
the machine model (i.e sequential or parallel) open.
Theorem 5. Let C be any fixed minor-closed graph class and u= µC the degree thresh-
old for C as given above. Then, given as input a member G of C with weight function
ωG, Alg. 1 with parameter u, MSTu, can be implemented on a sequential machine such
that it outputs the MST of G in linear time.
Proof. Correctness follows immediately from the validity of the ultraviolet and infrared
rules. For the complexity it suffices to show, that each performance of the while-loop
needs linear time in the number of edges m of the graph, and that this number is reduced
by a factor 0 < εu < 1 in each round. The total time then is O( 11 εu m) = O(m).
To see that the time for each round is linear, observe first that line 1 poses no prob-
lem at all and that 2 can be easily done if we assume that the edges are sorted. To
re-insure this invariant after every round we just have to rename all vertices with con-
secutive values, propagate these values to the edges, and to apply a two-fold bucketsort
to newly order the edge lists. Because the remaining statements basically perform op-
erations on vertices of bounded degree, in total they also do need no more than linear
time.
After line 2 the graph has no more than m µCn=2= un=2 edges (Cor. 2). Because
of Cor. 3 we know that jLj  n=2. Every edge might be chosen at most twice, so at
Algorithm 1: The Prototype of Algorithms MST for Parameter u, MSTu.
Input: A graph G with edge weight ωG.
Output: A minimum spanning tree T .
while G is not trivial do
1 Delete loops;
2 Replace duplicate edges by the one with the least weight;
3 Find the set L of all vertices of degree less than 2u;
foreach v 2 L do
4 Find the edge ev of v with least weight;
5 Add ev to T ;
6 Contract ev;
6
least n=4 edges are contracted in line 6. So we reduced their number by a factor of
εu  (m n=4)=m (m m=2u)=m= 1 1=2u. 2
Observe that the dependency on u = µC in the running time is
1
1 εu = 2u. This is so
since the running time in the sequential setting of each round does not depend on u.
E.g finding the minimum weight edge in line 4 only gives a total work that is linear in
mG+nG.
4 High Degree Vertices: A Challenge for Parallelism
When heading to parallelize Alg. 1, most other parts but line 2 can be treated with some
standard tricks. Line 2, i.e the application of the infrared rule, makes problems, since
no way to achieve the linear work load of bucket sort in a parallel setting is known up
to now.
So for our MST problem finding duplicates of edge is the real problem. Low degree
vertices can be detected with a time of O(2u) =O(1) each, and whether their edge lists
have duplicates can be checked in O(u logu) = O(1). So for them we can circumvent
the problem by raising the constants for the work to be done.
The problem on the high degree vertices is much harder. Sorting their edges would
introduce a log-factor (or similar, depending on the model of parallelism) into the over-
all work that is performed.
Our main idea here, is not to find all duplicate edge in one round, but to find suffi-
ciently many, such that the size of the graph is reduced substantially. Our method owes
a lot to Bodlaender and de Fluiter (1997) and de Fluiter (1997) where a parallel recog-
nition algorithm for partial 2-trees is given. Their idea was to let each edge look ahead
a constant number of edges in the edge list, whether it finds a sibling of itself. The argu-
ment then uses an estimation of a certain kind of degree in the graphs in question. This
estimation in turn is done by arguing with a potential tree-decomposition of the graph.
To be able to estimate the number of matches here, we can not rely on something
like a tree-decomposition. Instead, we generalize the idea of Cor. 3, namely we control
the number of vertices in a simple graph that have low degree.
4.1 Grades in Simple Graphs
For a simple graph G of class C we say that a vertex v has grade 0, denoted by gG(v) =
0, if it has degree at most 2µC and that it is of higher grade otherwise. The subgraph
G+ of G is the subgraph of G induced by the vertices of higher grade. If we iterate this
process of deleting the low degree vertices we get a kind of shelling of our graph G. A
vertex v is of higher grade g(v) is recursively defined as g(v) = gG+(v)+1. The grade
of G, denoted by g(G), is the maximum grade over all its vertices. So g(G) reflects the
number of levels in the shelling of G.
The following two observations follow easily from Cor. 3.
Remark 6. Let G be a simple graph of class C.
(a) g(G) lognG.
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(b) Let k  g(G). Then there are at most 2 knG vertices in G of grade  k.
The grade gG(e) of an edge e is the minimum grade of its endpoints. It has higher
grade if gG(e) > 0. So the grade of an edge reflects the level in the shelling of G for
which one or both of its endpoints are of low degree. As an easy consequence of Cor. 3
we get:
Remark 7. For a simple graph G 2C there are at most nGµC=2 edges of higher grade.
Proof. Indeed, nG+  nG=2 and since G
+
2C we get mG+  2µCnG+  µCnG . 2
It follows directly from the definition that a vertex v is never incident to an edge e
such that g(e) > g(v). We say that an edge e is accounted to one of its endpoints v if
g(e) = g(v). The grade-degree d+G (v) of a vertex v is the amount of edges e that are
accounted to it. The following easy observation is crucial for our discussion.
Remark 8. Let G be a simple graph in class C. Then d+(v) 2µC for all v 2VG.
4.2 Bad Edges in a Multigraph
We switch back to multigraphs. For such a graph G in class C the values and terms
grade, grade-degree, accounted... of a vertex (edge, the graph itself...) are the values
and terms of the corresponding objects in the simplification G0.
Let us suppose that a graph G of class C is given in the conventional data structure
as cyclic list of edges for each vertex. For what follows we assume that one out of many
possible representations of G in such a data structure is given and fixed. We also assume
that a “magic” constant ζ > 2 is fixed for the moment. A concrete value for it will be
chosen later. Let e be an edge that is accounted to v. We call e bad for v if it has some
sibling, but it has no sibling in the edge list of v that is closer than distance ζ µC in the
list. e is bad if it is bad for one of its endpoints.
Lemma 9. Let C be a non-trivial minor-closed graph class and G 2 C be non-trivial
given as above. Then G has at most 2mG=ζ bad edges.
Proof. For any vertex v there are at most 2µC different neighbors w such that v and w
can be the endpoints of a bad edge (Rem. 8). Since bad edges that have the same w as
other endpoint must have distance at least ζµC in the list of v there are at most d(v)=ζµC
such bad edges incident to v and w. So in total there are at most 2µCd(v)=ζµC = 2d(v)=ζ
bad edges incident to v. The claim follows by summation over all vertices. 2
Call an edge good for contraction if it has grade 0 and is the one with lowest weight
among all edge incident to the same vertex v of grade 0. Call an edge good for deletion
if has a sibling and is not bad. Call an edge good if it is so for deletion or contraction
and call it indifferent if it is neither good nor bad. Observe that an edge can be only
indifferent if it is has no sibling. The following is an easy consequence of Cor. 7.
Remark 10. There are at most nGµC indifferent edges in G.
The main result in this section is the following:
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Theorem 11. Let C be a non-trivial minor-closed graph class and G2C be non-trivial
given as above. Then G has at least mG=8µC good edges.
Proof. We distinguish two cases:
mG  2µCnG: In this case we know by a little variation of Cor. 3 that we always find
n=4m=8u edges that are good for contraction.
mG > 2µCnG: If we plug all our estimations together we see that we have at least the
following number of good edges
mG 2mG=ζ nGµC > mG 2mG=ζ mG=2 = mG((ζ 4)=2ζ) (1)





, a value between 4 and 6, we easily get the claim. 2
5 Designing a PRAM Algorithm
To build an efficient PRAM algorithm we will use the technique of Bodlaender and
Hagerup (1995) for parallel reduction algorithms. In fact the reduction rules that are
of interest for us are among the most simple ones – we only have the infrared and the
ultraviolet rules, i.e deletions and contractions of good edges.
The main idea for parallel reduction algorithms is to choose a non-interfering set of
graph reductions that still is at least of size εn. This can be done by observing, that any
of the above reduction rules, i.e good edges, can only interfere with a constant number
of such other rules. If we consider the cyclic order of edges as being fixed, good edges
have at most 4 neighbors in the edge lists of their endpoints.
We need some further technical definitions. Two deletable edges e and f are inter-
fering if they share a common end point v and they are neighbors in the circular edge







Fig. 1. Applying Rules Locally
Unfortunately for contractable edges we need a definition that is slightly more com-
plicated. Two contractable edges e and f are interfering if they share a common end
point v and
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Algorithm 2: The Algorithms MST for Parameter u on a PRAM.
Input: A graph G with edge weight ωG.
Output: A minimum spanning tree T .
while G is not trivial do
1 Delete loops;
2 Find a non-interfering set of edges good for deletion and eliminate these;
3 Find the set L of all vertices of degree less than 2u;
foreach v 2 L do
4 Find the edge ev of v with least weight;
+4 Find a non-interfering set L0 of contractable edges;
foreach ev 2 L
0 do
5 Add ev to T ;
6 Contract ev;
+6 Update the sets of endpoints for all edges;
– v is a low degree vertex, or
– v is a high degree vertex and they are neighbors in the circular edge list of v.
Observe that if we have a set S of good edges that are pairwise non-interfering,
we may perform the necessary deletions or contractions of these edges in parallel in
constant time. For a deletion a processor may just link the two neighboring edges of
each endpoint without running into conflicts with other good edges in S. For a deletion
we have to link the four neighboring edges across, see Fig. 1.
Now we have all utilities in hand to build a PRAM algorithm, see Alg. 2. Observe
that the only substantial changes when comparing to Alg. 1 are in lines 2, +4 and +6.
Lines 2 and +4 take care that we only delete or contract a set of non-interfering edges.
Line +6 ensures that after the contractions all edges still know about their endpoints –
in the contraction phase this information might get corrupted since edge lists of several
vertices might be linked into one large cyclic list.
We will only prove the EREW part of the Main Theorem. The derandomization
tricks for symmetry breaking that are needed to avoid the log n factor on a CRCW
PRAM are quite the same as given in Bodlaender and Hagerup (1995) and don’t give
new insights into the MST problem itself. So we content ourselves by proving the
following proposition.
Proposition 12. Algorithm 2 is correct and can be implemented in such a way such
that it runs with a linear work load and a time of O(logn log n) on a EREW PRAM.
Proof. Correctness follows immediately from the correctness of Alg. 1. For the com-
plexity, we will show that
(a) We always find a substantial fraction of the edges to be deleted or to contracted to
obtain a logarithmical number of rounds of the algorithm.
(b) There are not more than O(log n) rounds that need O(logn) time.
(c) For the remaining rounds the time is not more than O(log n) per round.
(d) The overall work is linear.
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The first tool to guarantee that we always have sufficiently many good edges is Thm. 11.
Not every edge that is good for deletion can in fact be deleted. To be deleted it must
have a weight that is higher than the one of a sibling that is close in one of the adjacency
lists of the endpoints. But it is easy to see that at least every third edge that is good for
deletion can in fact be deleted.
But these remaining good edges may interfere. If we build the conflict graph of
these edges, see Bodlaender and Hagerup (1995), we notice that this graph has bounded
degree, d say. For every constant d there is a constant εd > 0 such that a graph of
bounded degree d has an independent set that consists of at least a εd-fraction of the
vertices. In our conflict graph, an independent set of vertices corresponds to a set of
rules that do not interfere, and so if we are also able to find such an independent set we
get (a).
A fractional independent set, i.e an independent set of size at least a εd fraction, in
a graph of bounded degree d can be found by two different methods:
Method A In O(logn) time and linear work (Hagerup (1990)).
Method B In O(log n) time and a work of O(n log n) by symmetry breaking (Gold-
berg et al. (1987)).
None of these methods alone would allow us to achieve the right complexity. As we
will see below they lead to implementations of Alg. 2:
Variant A with O(log2 n) time and linear work,
Variant B with O(log n logn) time and O(n log n) work.
We use an argument of Bodlaender and Hagerup (1995) to combine the two methods,
using Variant A for the first log n rounds, phase A, and Variant B for the remain-
ing ones, phase B. By that combination we easily achieve the desired running time of
O(logn log n).
For the total work observe that after the log nG rounds of phase A the size of the
graph G is already reduced by a factor of (1  ε)log nG and the overall work done in

















But since 1  ε is a constant that is strictly smaller than 1 the factor log (nG)(1 
ε)log nG is itself globaly bounded by a constant and phase B does a work of O(nG). So
if we are able to show that phases A and B can be implemented as claimed above we
are done.
Work of Phase X, X equal to A or B: We use Method X for line 2 and +4. For
line +6, i.e the update of the endpoints for each edge, we will see below how this can
in fact be done in constant time and a linear work load.
So in total we achieve a running time and work load as desired per round. But then
by the same type of argument as in the proof of Thm. 5 the overall work for all rounds
is only worsened by a constant factor of 1
1 ε .
Updating the endpoints of edges: After having chosen a set of non-interfering
edges for contraction consider a set S of vertices that are identified into one. Only two
cases remain.
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Case 1: If all vertices in S are of low degree then jSj= 2. This holds, since at most one
edge per low degree vertex is chosen. We arbitrarily choose one vertex v 2 S
and update all edges to have v as the other endpoint.
Case 2: Otherwise there is a unique vertex v0 of high degree in S. This is so, since at
least one endpoint of a contractable edge is of low degree. We update all edges
of the low degree vertices to have v0 as a new endpoint.
Since these updates only must be done for vertices of low degree we can easily avoid
read conflicts that would occur when some edges of the same vertex are asking for the
new endpoint at the same time. The updates are simply performed sequentially for each
vertex.
So this update procedure concludes the proof that phases A and B have the com-
plexities as claimed. 2
Observe that the reduction factor of 1=8µC from Thm. 11 for the number of good edges
in each round depends on µC. In the presentation of the proof above, this factor gets
much worsened because the maximum degree of the conflict graph also depends on µC.
This can be avoided by a more involved argument. In fact we may change the definition
of interference of contractable edges to be the same as for deletables. Then, in a more
careful analysis of the symmetry breaking step it can be shown that this interference
graph allows an independent set of size of about 1=4 that still allows an O(1) update of
the endpoint information of low degree vertices that are contracted.
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